


 Even though Sirocco Fan is smaller than other fans, it generates same amount of air and wind pressure. 

Because structure impeller (runner) is designed not to run at high speed, fan is not capable of issuing high 

wind pressure (in case of 100 mmAq). Fan can be used such as ventilation, heating and cooling system, 

dust exhausting, drying system, and other application.   

The standard shape of fan is designed for general uses. Moreover, it is convenient to setup because 

bearing stand and casing are combined in one piece. This sturdy structure of Sirocco Fan satisfies all 

buyers. 

In particular, when motor’s resistance against noise and vibration levels is lower than expected as a 

consequence of overloading. Limit Load Conoidal Fan is recommended as damper to secure high air volume 

and performance. 

          Model Hanging 

Casing 

Casing is combined flat steel, mountain-shaped steel, 

and plate steel to be strongly reinforced. In addition, 

we will also customize structure or material with upper 

or lower requirements. 

Impeller (Runner) 

48~64 sheet wings are riveted and welded to main plate 

and the outer plate is designed hydrodynamic 

reasonably to have rigidity. Thus, reinforced outer plate 

performs perfect balance and less vibration to ensure 

sufficient safety at high-speed rotation. 

Bearing 

Bearing is equipped finest outer ring with heat-

resistant ball-bearing and oil-resistant synthetic 

rubber seal. The shaft saddle outer bearing ring is 

self-aligning, excellent dust-proof, and moisture-proof. 

Therefore, it can operate confidence extremely even in 

adverse conditions in one year with sufficient 

supplementing grease. 

OP 

Single suction, both sides 

bearing, cantilevered pulley belt 

hanging 

WP 

Double suction, both sides 

bearing, cantilevered pulley belt 

hanging 

OCW 

Single suction, one sides 

bearing, double equity pulley 

belt hanging 

OW 

Double suction, one sides 

bearing, cantilevered pulley belt 

hanging 

ME 

Single suction, motor directly 

connected to the bearing cup 

ring 

MCP 
Single suction, one side bearing, 

coupling motor  

MPP 
Single suction, one side bearing, 

coupling motor 

MPO 
Single suction, one side bearing, 

coupling motor 
 

 

  























 



 


